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Retina Network Security Scanner is a very easy to use and reliable application that comes in handy when you need to discover
all the IP addresses presented in the network, web and virtual assets. Because of its main purpose it was designed for, the
application enables you to identify system, application, OS and web application vulnerabilities each time you perform a
scanning job. This way, you are able to locate responsive nodes, then launch pre-defined scans against the targets. What’s more,
the utility helps you to audit your network for PII (Personally Identifiable Information) on remote machines. This information is
widely used to identify and locate a single person so you can easily perform registry checks and TCP fingerprinting. Before
performing any scanning process, you need to specify job information using the main interface. After that, the main scanner
engine that the application comes with will receive the job file and begin the audit process displaying all the found IP addresses
in your network. Thus, you are able to secure your entire network against the most known vulnerabilities by adding up-to-date
audit databases. Also, by using Retina Network Security Scanner you have the possibility to create, modify and attach IP
addresses and choose credentials within seconds. Quite interesting at this application is that it allows you to locate network
devices such as laptops, printers and even routers and modems, then determine if a single or multiple IP addresses are still active
or haven’t been used for quite a long period of time. You can repeat these discovery scans in order to verify the status for each
device and view if any other new device is currently available in the network. As far as the wireless devices are concerned, the
application comes with a well-configured scanner that detects the presence of any wireless device located in the network. This
way, you can perform audit actions on each device on your network no matter the connection it uses. Because it enables you to
practice the best security practices and regulatory audits, Retina Network Security Scanner is worth having when you need to
optimize network performance and scan all the devices available on your network. MSN Protection is a software that can scan,
update and patch your MSN messenger account for free. MSN account is the most widely used messenger on the Internet which
has millions of users. MSN Protection scans your entire computer for vulnerabilities that could have been exploited. It will
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remove any vulnerability detected, and it will also perform an auto update to your system. MSN Protection has been
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It is a utility that configures a macro keys on a specific keyboard and lets the user carry out actions with a given set of
commands. ProGuard Description: It is an open source class-guard that helps to shrink your.apk file so that it takes less space.
DaniWebCam Description: It is a light weight and fast webcam for Android that has the ability to adjust the zoom level,
brightness and exposure. Cirrus PDF Viewer Description: It is a reader that is focused on functionality and is able to support the
main features of the software. Safapn Description: The application allows you to save a file using its own method so you can
enjoy reading from the start. SQLite Manager Description: It enables you to install, manage and uninstall the applications of the
database. CamScanner Description: It is a powerful and handy program that enables you to create PDF documents from
photographs and drawings. Snapseed Description: It is a powerful program that allows you to process, edit, correct and remove
the unwanted areas in the images. Google Earth Description: It is a planetarium program that has a world map, a satellite map
and a special area where you can enjoy navigation. Social Explorer Description: It is a social network application that lets you to
share information, create group profiles, add, edit, find and tag your friends and write notes on your friends’ profile. FreeCAD
Description: It is a free CAD program that has support for AutoCAD, Inventor, SketchUp and more. CamStream Description: It
is a video recorder application that enables you to record, play, pause and trim videos. PDAge Synchronization Description: It is
a synchronization tool that makes it possible for you to manage, update and share all your information and data. Google Goggles
Description: It is a free utility that allows you to find images in your Android device. Cullipso Description: It is a powerful and
useful utility that makes it possible for you to use your computer as a scanner that can read handwritten and printed information.
9Apps Description: It is a downloader that has all the features and tools that will enable you to download apps, games and
movies without any hassle. 77a5ca646e
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Retina Network Security Scanner is a straightforward and reliable application that comes in handy for users who need to
discover all the IP addresses presented in the network (local or remote), web and virtual assets. Because of its main purpose it
was designed for, the application enables you to identify system, application, OS and web application vulnerabilities each time
you perform a scanning job. This way, you are able to locate responsive nodes, then launch pre-defined scans against the targets.
What’s more, the utility helps you to audit your network for PII (Personally Identifiable Information) on remote machines. This
information is widely used to identify and locate a single person so you can easily perform registry checks and TCP
fingerprinting. Before performing any scanning process, you need to specify job information using the main interface. After
that, the main scanner engine that the application comes with will receive the job file and begin the audit process displaying all
the found IP addresses in your network. Thus, you are able to secure your entire network against the most known vulnerabilities
by adding up-to-date audit databases. Also, by using Retina Network Security Scanner you have the possibility to create, modify
and attach IP addresses and choose credentials within seconds. Quite interesting at this application is that it allows you to locate
network devices such as laptops, printers and even routers and modems, then determine if a single or multiple IP addresses are
still active or haven’t been used for quite a long period of time. You can repeat these discovery scans in order to verify the status
for each device and view if any other new device is currently available in the network. As far as the wireless devices are
concerned, the application comes with a well-configured scanner that detects the presence of any wireless device located in the
network. This way, you can perform audit actions on each device on your network no matter the connection it uses. Because it
enables you to practice the best security practices and regulatory audits, Retina Network Security Scanner is worth having when
you need to optimize network performance and scan all the devices available on your network. Version 1.0.5 Bugs fixed: •Scan
has been run in stand-alone mode since version 1.0.5 •Resolved an issue where a scan’s filter did not appear •Resolved an issue
where a scan’s filter did not appear •The UI did not update as expected in certain cases •Resolved an issue

What's New In Retina Network Security Scanner?
You need to look into all the system, application, OS and web application vulnerabilities by using this useful utility. The
application is fully compliant with the new PCI-DSS (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard), also known as the
Payment Card Industry’s Data Security Standard. The goal of this standard is to make PCI scans safer by installing a risk-based
methodology. The application helps you to perform PCI scans for all the high-risk transactions. This way, you can check your
system and web application against the most important security risks to identify any vulnerabilities. Moreover, this PCI-DSS
solution performs an automatic audit of your entire network and help you to analyze if any suspicious activity is taking place. It
enables you to configure the application by specifying the domain name as well as the credentials. Moreover, the application
allows you to identify system, application, OS and web application vulnerabilities and to locate any intrusion on your network.
Retina Network Security Scanner is a useful tool that comes in handy for users who need to find all the IP addresses presented
in the network (local or remote), web and virtual assets. For the first time, the application is meant to protect your network
against the most common vulnerabilities by scanning your entire network. Before performing any scanning process, you need to
specify job information using the main interface. After that, the main scanner engine that the application comes with will
receive the job file and begin the audit process displaying all the found IP addresses in your network. Thus, you are able to
secure your entire network against the most known vulnerabilities by adding up-to-date audit databases. Also, by using Retina
Network Security Scanner you have the possibility to create, modify and attach IP addresses and choose credentials within
seconds. Quite interesting at this application is that it allows you to locate network devices such as laptops, printers and even
routers and modems, then determine if a single or multiple IP addresses are still active or haven’t been used for quite a long
period of time. You can repeat these discovery scans in order to verify the status for each device and view if any other new
device is currently available in the network. As far as the wireless devices are concerned, the application comes with a wellconfigured scanner that detects the presence of any wireless device located in the network. This way, you can perform audit
actions on each device on your network no matter the connection it uses. Description: The application provides a powerful webbased interface where you can control your Shadowsocks server from your web browser. You have the ability to download a
fresh binary version of the server and compile it on your own server. The service supports two different types of auth: a. Passthrough: - Custom user accounts. - Individual auth. b. Password (normal): - Pass-through. -
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System Requirements For Retina Network Security Scanner:
Platform: Windows OS and Macintosh compatible. Windows OS and Macintosh compatible. Minimum system requirements:
OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8 CPU: Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 Intel Core i3, i5 or i7 RAM: 8 GB 8 GB
Graphics: Minimum graphics settings 1024x768 resolution Instructions: Video settings not compatible with all programs Back to
top Our blog posts We would like to thank you for your patience as
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